1 INTRODUCTION

It is safe to say that finance has become an important topic for everyone in recent days—especially for students [20]. Inflation in Vancouver reached a recent high of 8.8% [13] and the average rent for a 1-bedroom apartment is at CA $2,500 [11]. In January 2022, a small collective of Computer Science Graduate students at the University of British Columbia came together to compile a cost of living report [31]. The results were an anonymized rich dataset that provided quantitative and qualitative insight into these students’ finances and life contexts.

Our aim is to take this rich data and provide more robust and interactive visualization solutions beyond the simple charts and graphs outlined in the report. We hope to create an interface where users can learn about the income and expenses graduate students have and understand how their current financial situation compares to current graduate students in the UBC Computer Science Department.

Our team consists of graduate students sharing experiences in research, development, and design. Although we have little experience in this topic, we are actively affected by it. Given the rising prices and our graduate student stipend, we are constantly making decisions in our life that stem from our finances. Our team takes a lot of interest in this topic and is passionate about delivering a strong visualization of a graduate’s cost of living to help inform current students, prospective students, and administrators to make informed decisions.

2 RELATED WORK

Higher cost of living and constant tuition increase has been a burden on university students around the world, preventing them from pursuing higher education [35]. Henderson [22] has found that in general, students in the united kingdom are not financially literate and not always aware of the difference in the cost of living between different geographical regions. This highlights the importance of using visualization to help students understand the cost of living in different geographical regions.

Gleicher et al. [21] highlight the difficulty and complexity involved when making comparison-type visualizations. They define an abstraction taxonomy for such visualizations, which consists of juxtaposition - showing different objects separately, superposition - overlaying objects in the same space, and explicit encoding of relationships - directly encoding connections between objects visually. Types of these visualizations can be combined to enhance a viewer’s understanding of the data. For example, when juxtaposition is combined with explicit encoding, users can see different views of the data while also understanding the connections and relationships of the data. We will use this data abstraction taxonomy to better plan and understand our proposed project.

Explainer articles are often created to promote active reading and a greater understanding of data presented in an article [23, 34]. These types of articles contain written contextual information but also allow readers to understand what is written with interactive visualized examples. "A visual introduction to machine learning” [30] is an explainer article example that uses the action of a user scrolling to understand complex machine learning information (see Figure 1).

To the best of the author’s knowledge, no specific visualization-focused work has been done on student expenses/income. However, Abdullah et al. [17] investigated creating a new visualization for the Malaysian government in 2017. They found that a treemap diagram was useful for as an interactive form of a budget since popup boxes are practical for displaying overlaided information, and the amount of a budget is easily encoded in the size of boxes in the diagram. This supports the findings of the US President Barack Obama administration’s attempt to create an easy-to-understand fiscal budget [12].

Additionally, there is a past example of a short explainer-type article for the cost of living in the United States, organized by spatial (region) data [3]. Other articles available typically list cost of living data in written or tabular format only [14, 15]. Figure 2 provides an example of how financial data can be represented by region [4]. As such, there is a large opportunity to explore how the cost of living data can be visualized, particularly if the data is focused only on one region and spatial data is not required.

The Cost of Living Estimator, created by Raj Tiwari [32, 33], is a comparator-type interactive visualization that takes user-inputted expenses/income data and shows users how their income compares to others living in large cities in the United States. This interface uses colour hue identity channels and length and position on common scale-type channels. It is unclear why a bar graph and scatter plot idioms were chosen to represent the data. Figure 3 shows the visualization used in this interface [2].

The UBC Undergraduate programs and admissions page contains a “first-year cost calculator,” where prospective undergraduate students can input basic information such as “amount of support from parents” or “savings at the start of the term” [16]. Based on this input the calculator provides a report of the costs associated with living as an undergraduate student at UBC. Notably, this calculator does not say what information it is based on, and it is unclear why this calculator is only for first-year undergraduate students when the majority of UBC is made up of other types of students.

3 ABSTRACTION

3.1 Data Abstraction

Our visualization data consists of a qualtrics survey that was sent out to all current UBC CS graduate students (as of May 2022), which consisted of questions about student income and expenses [31]. An anonymized version of the survey data was released in June 2022 [10]. In total, there were 94 responses from a mix of Ph.D., MSc and Ph.D. track students. The dataset (139 items x 26 attributes) is tabular and mainly contains ordered quantitative and sequential data. These attributes (columns) are where students listed their income and expenses for different aspects of their life (e.g. food, housing, travel etc.). The other attributes consist of categorical data (e.g. are they the primary care provider?). The items of this dataset are individual students that responded to the survey. Please refer to our dataset (Dataset on google sheets) to see our data abstraction for the attributes.
3.2 Task Abstraction

In this section, we identify our end users and abstract our goals using the terms provided in [25]. We believe this abstraction will make our work more generalizable and comparable with similar visualizations in different domains. Note that more detailed task abstraction comes with the “why” analysis of visualizations in Section 4.

3.2.1 Who: Identify end users

Our work is designed for a student base population and university staff. Specifically, we would like to focus on designing for computer science (CS) graduate students and prospective CS graduate students. We hope our work can:

• educate and assist graduate students in the UBC CS department,
• persuade decision-makers in UBC to make changes, and
• informs the prospective students.

Therefore, our work should be informative, intuitive and engaging. In that sense, the explainer is the most suitable way to achieve our goals.

An additional dataset available to us, also created by the same group of CS graduate students, compares graduate student funding at different universities (available at link). The data is also tabular and attributes consist of ordered, quantitative, sequential data. Currently, data is listed for 12 universities (UBC included) and only compares PhD. level stipend funding from those universities.

As described in section 2 previous cost of living visualizations have used geospatial datasets and/or reported additional aggregate data about the larger population living in a certain area. Numbeo is a large cost-of-living database that uses crowd-sourced data to gather information about housing cost, healthcare quality, crime rates etc [8]. This database is organized by region and could be useful for our comparative purposes should we decide to show our target users how current student finances compare to those living in Vancouver. Figure 4 is an example of the kind of data we could use from Numbeo.

To visualize the growth of the inflation rate, we also collected the monthly Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the last 6 years (i.e., from Sep-16 to Sep-22) from Statistics Canada [1]. The dataset consists of multiple CPIs of different granularity, such as food CPI and shelter CPI. All attributes are sequential quantitative attributes.
3.2.2 Actions

Analyze: Our work presents the data of the cost of living (CoL) survey [10] in a more engaging way so that more people will understand the ongoing issue. It can also help users discover the financial problem that current students are facing, which is not that obvious by simply looking at the dataset itself. If the readers are current students, they can also put themselves on the visualization by annotation so that they can compare their situation with other students.

Search: Users can locate themselves in the visualization with ease using the interaction we provided. For example, they can find out if they spend more or less on food than other students by placing themselves on an aligned axis. It is also convenient to browse or explore the visualizations without preset targets to gain some general information about students’ financial status.

Query: By default, our work provides summarizations based on categories such as basic expenses and income. The details are offered upon request and are shown by interaction techniques. Some idioms will be designed for comparison tasks, such as contrasting the inflation rate that users assume and the real number.

3.2.3 Targets

Our work will show the growing trend of the cost of living in Vancouver. In addition, users will learn what composes a grad student’s income and expenses and what the distribution looks like. They may also learn the features (e.g., students spend most on housing) or correlation (e.g., students receiving less stipend tend to feel unsafe) when exploring the visualizations.

4 Solution

The final artifact of our work will be an explainer, an article with interactive components embedded in it. The explainer is a good way to serve our target users, as it will boost learning and engagement for readers compared to its static counterparts [23]. We also considered several visualizations that may be included in our explainer.

4.1 Income vs Expense

To identify the gap between students’ income and expenses, we used a scatterplot with an auxiliary line \( y = x \) to quickly check if students’ stipends can cover their basic expenses (Figure 5). Since many students also receive extra support, we included that information and differentiated it from basic income (i.e., TA, RA, awards) using filled and unfilled circles. Based on the position relative to the auxiliary line, we derived a new attribute, "financial status," and encoded it with colour. It can show students’ financial status in a more intuitive way. We also plan to include user input so that users can compare his/her own financial situation with other grad students.

4.1.1 What

In this plot, we used a table of 11 quantitative attributes falling into 3 categories:

- basic income: RA, TA, Awards.
- basic expenses: Food, Social, Health, Utilities, Housing, Commute.
- extra support: Other sources, Other support.

The detailed definition of attributes can be found in the survey dataset [10]. Before visualization, we preprocessed the dataset to tackle missing data and derive new attributes. We first dropped rows that only have null values for all income attributes or expenses attributes. Then we filled the remaining missing value with different strategies: For basic income and extra support, we filled it with 0. This is reasonable as many participants only filled "RA" and were left empty for "TA," and vice versa. However, for basic expenses, we filled it with average instead of zero because one cannot live without spending on these items. We rounded all results to 2 decimal places.

With cleaned data, we derived a new attribute financial status. This new categorical variable divides students into three groups, based on their financial status:

- Always enough. The student can afford basic expenses with a basic income.
- Enough after support. The student cannot afford basic expenses but is able to live after receiving extra financial support.
- Still not enough. The student cannot afford basic expenses even after receiving extra financial support.

4.1.2 Why

- Actions. At the highest level, this idiom will assist users in discovering the gap between students’ income and expenses. By deriving a new attribute, we can help users quickly understand the financial status of students and also focus on some groups of interest by filtering out other groups (Figure 5b). At the middle level, users can explore the plot by zooming and panning the plot using the mouse (Figure 5c). At the lowest level, it can be used to identify the financial status of an individual by hovering on a filled dot, where a tooltip will show the detailed data (Figure 5d). It also supports comparison among students and groups by contrasting their colours and relative positions to the auxiliary line.
• Targets. It displays the distribution of income and expenses of CS graduate students at UBC.

4.1.3 How

Marks and Channels

• Marks. Point marks encode individual students, while Line marks are used to connect points representing the same individual.

• Channels. Position, the most effective channel for ordered attributes [25], is used to encode students’ income and expenses, the most important information in the idiom. The color hue encodes students’ financial status, where the domain of hue is chosen based on implicit semantics (green: safe, blue: almost safe, red: unsafe). The shape of dots (i.e. unfilled and filled) differentiates a student’s income before and after extra support. Note that the length of dashed lines does not encode anything, but it can show the amount of extra financial support that a student receives.

Encode, Manipulate, Facet, and Reduce. We used a rectilinear layout to express two quantitative attributes. There are some dense areas where occlusion happens, so we used several approaches to control complexity. In general, it abides by Ben Shneiderman’s mantra “Overview First, Zoom and Filter, Details on Demand” [29].

• interaction. Users can zoom in by scrolling and pan by dragging the empty space in the plot (Figure 5c). The overlapping points will spread out as users zoom in, and only the points of interest will stay in the plot, reducing users’ mental burden. What’s more, we added a tooltip for each filled dot (Figure 5d). When users hover over it, an embedded window will show with the accurate amount of extra financial support that a student receives.

• filter out. The dropdown box below the main plot allows users to select one of the financial statuses. Once selected, points in other groups will fade out to highlight the group of interest. (Figure 5b) If users want to come back to see all groups together, they can do so by double-clicking the plot.

• derive new data. The derived attribute “financial status” aggregates original attributes in a semantically meaningful way to help users quickly understand the financial status of current students without diving into detailed categories (e.g., food, commute, etc.)

There are many possible improvements to this plot, for example, limiting the range that users can zoom out and adding an animated transition to show the relation between filled and unfilled dots. We are currently seeking feedback from users to see what features will be useful.

4.2 Compare & Contrast: Your budget vs CS students

To help our audience compare the expenses of an “average” CS student, we used a lollipop chart to display the average expense of a CS student with the interactive self-input that users provide (Figure 6) of their own or expected expense. In this way, our users can see how their current expenses compare to that of actual CS students and also use the interactivity to help them budget and “play” around to see what are the maximum and minimum expenses they could afford while living in Vancouver.

4.2.1 What

In this plot, we used a table of 6 quantitative attributes falling under 1 category:

• basic expenses: Food, Social, Health, Utilities, Housing, Commute.

The cleaned data described in 4.1.1 was used to populate this visualization.

4.2.2 Why

• Actions. There are 2 important aspects to this idiom, (1) display of the average cost of different expense categories for the 94 respondents from [10] (2) user input of their own expense. With regards to (1), users can scan the "lollipops" with blue markers to see what the average cost of certain expenses are. As described in the figure caption, this visualization is still a work in progress. An additional aggregate variable of the “total sum” of expenses can be added to this idiom in the form of a line across the plot showing what the average total sum of expenses is for a CS student. For (2), users can use the sliders at the top of the visualization to enter
their own expense data. In real-time, as the slider moves left to right, users can see the corresponding lollipop bar move up and down. Similarly, with the addition of an orange horizontal line, users can see how their total monthly expense sum changes as they input these expenses with the sliders.

- **Targets.** It displays the distribution of expenses of CS graduate students and the user based on their self-input.

4.2.3 How

**Marks and Channels**

- **Marks.** Point marks encode different costs for different expenses, while Line marks are used to show the continuous nature of the data. Future iterations of this plot will also include the minimum and maximum values as a sort of reduced version of a boxplot. This way, users can compare themselves to the respondents who had the min and max of each expense.

- **Channels.** Position on a common scale is the primary channel represented in this idiom. All expenses are on the same scale. Should the user input data exceed the scale used on the plot, the figure and scale automatically update to represent this, so the position on a common scale is always maintained (interaction - reduce). Colour hue denotes the type of data. Where blue is the average expense for CS students, and orange represents user-inputted data. In future iterations of the plot, the orange lollipop for "health" will be next to the blue lollipop for "health," and the same for the other marks.

**Encode, Manipulate, Facet, and Reduce** We used a rectilinear layout to express 6 quantitative attributes. As described earlier, there is a partition of the average expense view and user-input view. This is not ideal since the purpose of this idiom is for a user to compare themselves to an average CS graduate student and the current layout of the graph forces them to constantly move their eyes left and right (between blue and orange marks) to make that comparison. By putting single orange marks next to the corresponding blue mark, this complex comparison effort will be reduced.

4.3 You-Draw-It

There are many existing works to visualize inflation [7]. However, most of them are static and complicated, as they are targeted at domain experts instead of laypeople. To give readers a more intuitive understanding of galloping inflation in Vancouver, we designed a "you-draw-it" visualization (Figure 7). This idiom is first proposed in *New York Times* [18] and later used to show the trend of CO2 emission [23]. It is an interactive line chart where part of the trend is hidden and users are invited to predict how the trend goes. This is the "place your bet" design pattern for explorable explainers [27] and it is very effective for "teaching" topics compared to passive reading.

**Figure 7: You-draw-it visualization.** The blue line stands for the real trend of CPI while the pink line is drawn down by the user.

4.3.1 What

There are different types of inflation [26]. We focused on Consumer Price Inflation as it will be directly reflected in basic expenses. Typically, we will use the time and "All-items” attribute in the CPI dataset we collected from Statistics Canada. "All-item” CPI stands for the
overarching CPI that consists of eight major goods and services. Both attributes are sequential quantitative attributes.

4.3.2 Why

- **Actions and Targets.** At the highest level, it presents the overall trend of CPI. The interaction feature also allows users to annotate the plot. At the middle level, it adopts an interesting way to help users locate the trend of CPI. At the lowest level, this idiom enables users to compare their hypothesis with the real trend.

4.3.3 How

We used point marks with smoothed connection lines to represent the trend of CPI over time. There will be two layers: one is for the real trend, and another is for the user-drawn trend. Two layers will be superimposed for comparison.

We are still working on this idiom as we came across some technical problems. At first, we tried to implement it with Vega-Lite, but its native APIs for interaction did not support drawing free-form lines. Currently, we switch to D3 where interaction is more customizable.

4.4 Expenses Treemap Diagram

The treemap diagram is a hierarchical visualization [24]. It is rooted in the traditional tree diagram representation where a root parent node is able to have n children nodes who may recursively also have children of their own. The treemap diagram is meant to make better use of limited real estate compared to the tree diagram, its traditional predecessor. For instance, trees with over 1000 nodes are able to be visualized on a 13” monitor [24]. We utilize the treemap diagram (Figure 8) to allow users to quickly see at first glance how individual UBC CS Grad students spend their money monthly.

4.4.1 What

In this visualization, we used the clean data, as mentioned in 4.1.1, to populate with some slight modifications to include only the expenses. We have 13 quantitative attributes divided over 3 categories:

- **basic expenses:** Food, Social, Health, Utilities, Housing, Commute.
- **quality expenses:** Travel, Savings.
- **other expenses:** Pet, Childcare, Hobbies, car Loan, Extended Insurance, Other.

The other expense attributes will vary depending on whether or not the participant included any additional other expenses in their survey response.

4.4.2 Why

- **Actions and Targets.** At the highest level, it helps show users, at first glance, how individual UBC CS Grad students may have to spend their money through the area-encoded total expenditure breakdown over the available categories. At the middle level, users can interact with the visualization by clicking in to view how the respective categories are being spent (Figure 8). At the lowest level, users can identify the dollar expenses each individual spends overall monthly and within the respective categories and their attributes. This all works to display the expenditure attributes of an individual UBC CS graduate student in a hierarchical topological manner.

4.4.3 How

For this visualization, we utilized area marks for encoding the respective attribute or category’s expenses relative to the total expenses or the parent node if the user had clicked to view a child node through a size channel. A colour hue channel encodes the attributes and categories.

Future iterations will need a way to switch between the different individuals. Due to technical

5 IMPLEMENTATION

To execute our potential solution, we are looking at leveraging a few tools to bring this project to fruition. The original plan was to do a robust front-end React project paired with D3. However, given that most of our team is not familiar with both tools and our limited time, we scaled down to something simpler. Minimizing the amount of new complicated tools to learn, we decided to primarily focus our attention on D3. D3 is known to have a steep learning curve. However, our team has chosen to move ahead with it since it demands us to understand our data on a deeper level to visualize our data appropriately and adequately. D3’s complexity comes from having to design the world of one’s data; designers are required to have high attention to detail and make clear choices concerning the marks, channels, axis, scales, and labels that they will utilize. This means our team will have to do our due diligence to study the data and make meaningful informed decisions to visualize our data best properly when using D3.

Since we are looking at doing an explainer and interactive visual website, we scoped out what tools are out there for the various levels of expertise when it comes to designing your own. Exploreables [5] is a hub for learning through interactivity. Their tools page pointed us towards two highlighted resources to build our own explainer: Idyll [6] and Observable [9]. Both tools were designed to simplify the process of creating explorable explanations. Observable offers more functionality, like team collaboration, even in its free version—allowing us to take advantage of it with little compromise. Furthermore, Observable is significantly more popular than Idyll, with over 2,000 weekly downloads compared to Idyll’s 85 weekly downloads (data retrieved from npmjs package pages). This gives us confidence that there will be more support and resources for Observable. When it comes to interacting with D3, Observable also has a comprehensive, robust set of tutorials that interconnects these two, especially since Observable was created by the same developer as D3.

Observable is a browser-hosted notebook that allows us to write markdown, write code, as well as import and embed D3’s library directly into its cells. The cells accommodate live interactions and support animations. Using Observable allows us to bootstrap our work and immediately start working with data visualization. One potential concern is that our interactive explainer will look fairly similar in structure to other explainers. We believe this is okay for our minimum viable product; however, with time available, we can extract our work from Observable into a vanilla JavaScript, HTML, and CSS project.

We plan to further optimize our time by taking advantage of existing libraries, plugins, and utilities that are already out there supporting D3. Awesome D3 and The D3.js Graph Gallery are things we will be looking at and iterating over to refrain from having to start our visualization from scratch. For instance, The D3.js Graph Gallery provides an interactivity section with sampled codes and outputs; these can be refactored to suit our needs.

As the project goes on, we also decide to include Vega-Lite in our tech stack. Vega-Lite is a high-level grammar that is capable of fast implementation of interactive data visualizations [28]. It supports several common interactions, such as selection, brushing and linking. More importantly, it does not require any knowledge of javascript, and its learning curve is less steep than D3. However, when the visualizations get complicated, the functionality provided by Vega-Lite becomes insufficient. For example, it is hard or even impossible to implement “You-Draw-It” visualization with Vega-Lite (Figure 7). Therefore, we only use it for common idioms such as scatterplots and bar charts and will switch to D3 when requiring sophisticated interaction.

We further decided to explore the full capability of observable and implement a visualization using the observable plot open-source library, which is based on D3 and JavaScript [19]. We anticipate we will move our visualizations onto a website of our own creation, but observable can allow for this migration as any plot made on this software can be embedded in any website.

Thanks to Observable, we are able to utilize various different methods for our visualizations. Observable allows us to lift our visualizations and embed them in our own ways. This could take form in a separate hosted HTML web platform that can hold onto Observable visualization
6 RESULTS (SCENARIO OF USE)

Since we identify three types of end users, we will give usage scenarios for each of them.

1. Current graduate students in UBC CS departments. Jenny, a 1st year CS graduate student, feels herself living on a tight budget. She wants to figure out what is going on. Using the "you-draw-it" visualization (Figure 7), she may be astonished by the inflation rate in Vancouver, which is way higher than she thought. Then the scatterplot (Figure 5) helps her know the overall financial situation of graduate students in the department. After exploring the plot with zooming and panning, she finds herself actually having higher funding than her fellow graduate students, even though she still cannot offset the skyrocketing cost of living in Vancouver. With little hope of increasing funding, she sets out to cut down her daily expenses. After playing with the lollipop chart (Figure 6), she decides to cook more frequently to cut down on the expenses of food.

2. Decision makers in UBC. Laks, our department associate head of grad affairs, receives our Cost of Living Survey [10] and wants to know how serious the issues are. He opens our explainer and sees that the funding of most students cannot offset the basic expenses (Figure 5). Then he browses the treemap to see how students allocate their funding (Figure 8), and he is shocked by the rent students are paying. In order to improve the well-being of current students and avoid losing potential candidates, he begins to seriously consider taking action.

3. Prospective students. Allen, an excellent CS undergrad who is applying for graduate schools, recently received offers from UBC and the University of Waterloo (UWaterloo). He hasn’t paid off his student loans from his undergrad, so he really does not want to increase his financial burden. To make a decision, he does some googling and finds our explainer. He is first stunned by the rapid increase in the cost of living in Vancouver (Figure 7) and then finds that with the funding at UBC, he cannot even afford his basic expenses (Figure 5). After further consideration, he decides to accept the offer from UWaterloo even though he really likes the research groups at UBC.

7 DISCUSSION, FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

We found some interesting struggles with the data. Namely, more detail about the attributes would have been helpful. For example, one column in the dataset is labelled "commute", however, many people may commute by car, by bus or simply walk (and therefore not spend money on commuting). Thus, it’s unclear how this "commute" attribute is broken down amongst the survey respondents. For now, we must assume that it includes all types of commuters but is not a precise attribute.

See fig 9 for our future milestones. We wish to continue iterating on the idioms presented in this update, as well as incorporate new idioms based on the feedback we receive from course staff and our peer review. We will also consolidate all our visualizations into one website so that we can begin creating the text portion of our proposed explainer article to tie all our visualizations together.
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See our milestone timeline fig 9 (below).
Figure 9: Projected (and completed milestones) for this project. An editable version of this table can be found on google sheets at this link